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Presentation Notes
Matt – Introduce the session topic and speakers



• Report on the work of the CCH Metrics 
Working Group

• Provide update on common research and 
operational metrics

• Discuss common CCH data model
• Demonstrate analytic tools and capabilities

Purpose of the Session

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Matt - I think this can be a general discussion of the purpose and role of the CCH metrics working group, which is attempting to establish universal performance measures for CCH systems.  I realized that the group has been idle since we met last January.  We intended to meet prior to the Symposium review to the functionality of the Dashboard as the first work product of this project, but there isn’t time for this.  We will be meeting again after to Symposium to critique the tools and continue our efforts to define these “universal” measures.  I think we can reinforce the importance of sharing CCH data in a common format (the Common Data Model, which Mike will be discussing in this session). This allows us to achieve both goals of making anonymized CCH data available for multi-state research purposes as well as provide monitoring tools to support operational requirements.  The focus of this presentation is on the latter goal of improving CCH data quality and completeness by monitoring CCH data.  I think you note that you also see the value in making this data accessible to address policy and legislative questions arising within your state.  Highlight that while you were the first state to share your CCH data, we have also received data from AR, NJ and TN.  Becki and I can play the color commentator role if needed here to provide examples of our current research efforts.   



• Research using CHRI
– Recidivism 
– Redemption

• Operational and Policy metrics using CHRI
– Arrests missing dispositions
– Arrest and disposition reporting patterns
– Time from arrest to disposition

CCH Metrics Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Becki



• Recidivism among persons released from 
state prisons has been a longstanding 
research topic

• Recidivism among individuals who received a 
non-custodial sentence compared to a jail or 
prison sentence has not been examined as 
closely

• Recidivism rates based on length of time in 
community is another trending research topic

Research Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BeckiAccording to BJS 5 in 6 (83%) state prisoners released in 2005 across 30 states were arrested at least once during the 9 years following their release. The remaining 17% were not arrested after release during the 9-year follow-up period. But what about people who did not go to prison? When you are looking at prison discharge cohorts, you are by definition looking at the worst, most chronic offenders. Think about states that have adopted sentencing guidelines…first time, non-violent offenders are not going to prison as a general rule. Rather, it is generally accepted that prison beds should be reserved for violent and repeat offenders. We have completed some preliminary research on the non-custodial populations, and the results are different. So, let’s just look at CONVICTION cohorts for 2005 where a person received a non-custodial sentence and follow them for 10 years. (I picked 2005 since that was the time period for the population sampled in the BJS study, but we repeated this study for all convictions from 2001 – 2008 with a 10-year follow up period.) Also, note our research is limited to in-state arrests only.State 1 (AR) – Recidivism among all persons convicted = 62% v. first conviction cohort = 52%State 2 (ME) – Recidivism among all persons convicted = 61% v. first conviction cohort = 47%State 3 (NJ) – Recidivism among all persons convicted = 62% v. first conviction cohort = 49%So, in at least two states, just over half of all persons do not reoffend within 10 years which means that not everybody fails.Plug RAND roundtable session tomorrow. Can people who are at high risk of recidivism after conviction reach a low level of recidivism risk? E.g., a person with a more extensive CH record who has been in the community 7 years may be less risky than the person who was convicted yesterday.



Today’s Focus – Operational 
Metrics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Becki “Teaser” visualization showing the agencies with the highest number of missing dispositions compared to the percentage of missing dispositions.  Highlight that while Portland PD clearly has the highest number of missing dispositions, they are one of the better performing agencies when measured based on percentage.  A visualization like this helps identify the largest agencies with the highest percent of missing dispositions which can then be addressed by the repository QC staff.  In this example, even the agencies with the greatest percentage of missing dispositions are not terrible (25%).



• Purpose of the CDM
• Current state of the CDM

– Data received to date
– Normalization of data
– Derived elements

• Challenges
– Standardizing charges
– Aggregating dispositions
– Standardizing sentencing data

• State Data Profiles

Common Data Model (CDM)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mike I’d like to spend some time talking about the common data model (CDM)We developed the CDM to provide a standard way to represent criminal history data. We started with the JTF standard – based on previous work with the state rap sheets, we limited the data elements from the JTF standard – removing PII and only using elements to clearly identify arrests, charges, dispositions, and sentences. We had to expand the sentence data elements beyond the JTF standard so that we could break out the types of sentences and make sure that we accounted for time served, suspended, etc.This was the first step in establishing a standard representation of the data that can be used by any business intelligent tool or dashboard. So far we have data from Arkansas, Maine, New Jersey and TennesseeWe have loaded the AR, ME, and NJ data and we’re working with TN to extract, load and translate their data into the CDMThis normalization of the data from all states that we are working with is to make sure that we represent data consistently - e.g., New Jersey uses “Indictable offense” and “disorderly offenses” instead of the common “Felony” and “Misdemeanor” – so we created a lookup table of the statutes provided in the CCH charge table and based on the statute and degree we labeled the severity as “Felony” and “Misdemeanor”



Example Derived Elements
Age Range at Arrest Under 10

10 - 17
18 - 19
20 - 24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79

80 or older

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We created a number of derived data elements to persist calculated and reusable data – this ensures that the data is available in the tools used for analysisFor example: Age Range at Arrest is derived from the Date of Birth and the Arrest Date and expressed in groupings



Example Derived Elements
Time from arrest to 
disposition in days

How long it took to receive a 
disposition for this arrest

Arrests without any 
disposition 

True if there is NOT a court disposition 
of any kind for this arrest cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other derived elements that can be used for operation analytics include:time from arrest to disposition derived from arrest date and disposition dateArrest without any disposition is used to provide a missing disposition indicator it is derived by looking at the arrest cycle and if we did not find a match in the court record then there is no disposition



• Charge Mapping Because the Charge Statute was Not in the 
Charge Table

– Raw data: 
Charge Statute – 99 MRSA Arson

– Transformed data: 
Charge Statute – 17-A MRSA 802

Some Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can image we had some challenges with the transform and load process because states store data in their CCH differently – for example: charges, we have charge tables provided by the states, but in some cases, those charge tables do not match what was entered into the CCH, so we had to use the charge description to lookup the NCIC codes and charge category, which took effort to ensure that the matches that the machine learning tool made are accurate based on our review of the data



• Dispositions Reported as Counts in Separate Fields

– Raw Data
Final Counts = 1   Convicted Counts = 1
Acquitted Counts = 0  Nol Pro Counts = 0

– CDM Data
C_Charge_Disposition_Code = CONVICTED

Some Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The way that states store dispositions differs by state as well. some states store the dispositions in individual fields– and we had to convert these fields into standard disposition code for each charge.  



• Sentences in Text Strings
– Raw data
Sentence detail = INCARCERATED 364 DAYS ALL BUT 30 DAYS SUSPENDED
– CDM data elements
S_CATEGORY = INCARCERATED
S_CONFINEMENT_DAYS = 30
S_SUSPENDED_DAYS = 334

Some Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another issue that we ran into is related to sentences, some states store the sentence as a text string that we had to parse into the individual fields to account for the sentence category, time served, time suspended, and other fields for probation, community service, etc. to ensure that we are providing sentencing data in a consistent manner.



• Arkansas
– Arrest date range:                1900 – 2020
– Number of people in CCH:  827,793
– Number of arrests:               2,470,192

• Maine
– Arrest date range:                  1931 - 2020
– Number of people in CCH:    403,390
– Number of arrests:                 1,253,613

• New Jersey
– Arrest date range:                   1904 - 2020
– Number of people in CCH:     2,277,404
– Number of arrests:                  6,301,265

State Profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
                                           Tennessee     Arkansas     Maine          NJ Arrest Date Range             1900-2021    1900-2020   1931-2020   1904-2020 Number of People in CCH   906,870        827,793.      403,390       2,277,404 Number of Arrests               7,920,600      2,470,192    1,253,613     6,301,265 



• CCH Dashboard 
– Easiest to use 
– Pre-defined queries
– Filtering capabilities

• Microsoft Power BI
– Supports custom queries
– Requires licensing
– Large array of visualizations and export/publishing capabilities

• Piet Query Tool
– Supports custom queries
– Open-source platform
– Limited visualizations

Analytic Tool Demonstrations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Becki will take the lead with Mark providing color commentary. 



• Map and transform data to Common Data 
Model (CDM)

• Work with operations team to determine 
valuable metrics and visualizations

• Select visualization and BI tools
• Use operational metrics to improve Criminal 

History quality

Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mark -Map data to common data modelTransforms CCH data from a transactional database to an analytical databaseIncludes derived data elementsWork with operations team to determine valuable metrics and visualizations         What do we need to measureSelect visualization and BI toolsOnce you transform your data into an analytical database then you can use any toolMultiple dashboards for multiple audiencesUse operational metrics to improve criminal history qualityIndividual demo available at our boothVirtual round-table in show care
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Questions
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Thank you
Yogesh Chawla, Manager, Software and Data Engineering Program
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Becki Goggins, Director, Law and Policy
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(334) 201-3001
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(406) 465-8995
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